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Abstract

Metals have become one of the basic needs of life. Mankind is using these natural resources at such
a rate that it is predicted that in about 50-60 years, all these resources in the earth will be depleted.
To tackle this situation mankind is looking into outer space for getting some resources. In this respect,
asteroids are seen as a rich source of metallic minerals. It has been discovered that some rare metals are
also found on them which are not present in earth. The idea is to capture an M-type asteroid from the
asteroid belt and shifting it to an orbit around the moon so that it can be mined for its minerals. The
composition of metallic asteroids is mainly refinery grade iron, nickel and cobalt with some amounts of
rare metals like gold, platinum etc. The asteroids rotate about its axis while revolving around the sun.
Ion thrusters will be employed at certain inclination to provide anti torque to the asteroid so to stop
the rotation of the asteroid. A spacecraft will be deployed in front of the asteroid which will generate
a magnetic wave. Four thrusters will be deployed on the four sides of the asteroid and will act as a
barrier for the magnetic field. The barrier will either absorb the wave or reflect the wave back. The
system will act as a pyramid in which the asteroid will be enclosed. The minerals in the asteroid mostly
being magnetic by nature will get magnetise by the magnetic wave and the asteroid as a whole will get
attracted towards the wave generator. The spacecraft will move forward carrying the asteroid with it.
As soon as the asteroid reaches near the earth, the magnetic wave will be stopped. The four thrusters
would than reattach with the asteroid and push it until it gets settled in an orbit around the moon.
Initial development of this method is quite expensive but in long run the method is technologically and
economically feasible as some of the mined minerals may be priceless. This method can only be employed
for M type asteroids. Further studies are required to capture other class asteroids using this method.
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